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FENG SHUI

Heyne (Germany), Frasnelli-Keitsch/Circe Distributione (Italy), Guy Tredaniel (France), Pragma
(Czech Republic), Pergaminho (Portugal)
Over 100,000 sold copies. The best selling Feng Shui book in Germany.
This book uses a clear and simple method to explain the old Chines teaching of harmony in living,

readers can find a quick and effective guidance to change their life in a better harmony.
BODY FENG SHUI

Heyne (Germany), Inner Traditions (USA), Red-Lyra Libri (Italy), Pergaminho (Portugal), Guy
Tredaniel (France)
How to recognize the right partner at the first sight. This book shows the practical guidance to recognize the right partner immediately, using the same principles of Feng Shui and the five elements
theory, known in ancient China as Ming Xiang Xue.

BEAUTY FENG SHUI

Inner Traditions (USA), Pergaminho (Portugal), Heyne/Bertelsmann Club (Germany)
A practical guidance for a healthy life based on the Chinese traditional medicine and the five element
theory. This book offers quick and effective exercises for the complete body and mind, accompanied
with Chinese wisdom which leads the reader to find the right way to reach a healthy and beautiful
life full of harmony.

DAS KLEINE BUCH VOM FENG SHUI

(The Little Book of Feng Shui)
Heyne (Germany), Tecniche Nuove (Italy), Emec (Spain), Pergaminho (Portugal)
Based on the successes of the best selling Feng Shiu book, this small handy book brought out the
complete Feng Shui study, which can be easily carried around during the day for every necessary
consulting.

THE BAMBOO ORACLE

Confucian Wisdom for Every Day
Tuttle (USA), Vivez Solei (France), Il Punto d´Incontro (Italy), Hugendubel/Bertelsmann Club
(Germany), Sirio (Spain), Connections (UK), Book Center (Australia), Uitgerverig Spectrum (Netherlands)
Confucian Wisdom is not any more just a study or a philosophy! This kit which contents a book and
a game to play will lead the readers to the best answers of their questions. Here the Confucius wisdom can offer a practical guidance for life.

IM TEMPEL DER STILLE

(Temple of Silence)
Lübbe (Germany)
An epic story with modern Chinese brush illustrations from the author, which shows the readers the
right way to find the inner self and the inner wisdom throughout meditation.

LÄCHELDE LIST

(A Clever Rabbit Has Three Hiding Places)
Hugendubel (Germany), Red Wheel (USA), EDAF (Spain), Guy Tredaniel (France), Armenia (Italy),
Connections (UK), Ten Have (Netherlands)
Based on the Chinese 36 stratagems, Chao-Hsiu Chen gives a new face to this old Chinese art of
winning, so that the readers can adopt them easier for the personal success in many different situations.

DER MEISTER

(The Master)
Hugendubel/Econ (Germany), Red Wheel (USA), Connections (UK), Obelisk (Spain), A3 Data
(Croatia), Pisani (Italy)
A successful long selling book. Which is said by the critics: As beautiful as “The little prince”. This
novel tells the story of a young boy who left his home to follow his Master’s search for the treasure of
life.

DIE WORTE DES MEISTERS

(The words of the Master)
Ullstein (Germany)
After long years of life journey, the Master went back to the place where he once took farewell with
love pain. And by chance he discovers that he has a son…Although he has to continue his journey, he
leaves him a book, in which he has written the secrets of life.
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DAS BUDDHISTISCHE BUCH VON DER LIEBE (The Buddhist Book of Love)

Lübbe (Germany), Russia
An epic work with illustrations of Chinese ink and water color paintings from the author. Readers
will enter the Hall of love without selfishness lead by the enchanting wisdom – it starts with Compassion, follow by Love, till at the end one reaches the Great compassion.

LOTUSHERZ

(Stratagemes for love)
Hugendubel (Germany), Armenia (Italy)
Framed by the story of a young girl who has kept a package of letters which were written by her fade
away mother. Throughout those hand writings the girl has discovers the deepest secrets of love.

TEMPEL DES TAO

(Temple of Tao)
Ullstein (Germany)
An profound inspiration epic of Tao.
With this text, the readers can enter the secret of Tao with pleasure and ease; the words are accompanied by modern Chinese brush paintings from the author.

TAO TE KING

Packaged by Eddison Sadd (UK) – published also in USA, France, Portugal
The great book of Taoism written by the wise man Lao Zi raised up before Confucius, and it is said
that Confucius had even learned from him. The author with her profound understanding in both the
Chinese and the western cultures, has given this antic book a new life, which is very suitable for the
western to understand it.
It exists also in card form, so that the wisdom can be carried very easily with the readers during the
day.

I GING

Packaged by Eddison Sadd (UK) – published also in USA, France, Portugal
The oldest book of the world, older than the Bible. Chao-Hsiu Chen made a new translation and
interpretation for it and her Chinese brush paintings offer the readers a view of imagination to enter
this antic oracle, in order to find the guidance for their life.

SONG OF HOPE

Aufbau - Ruetten & Loening
A 500 pages novel story, which shows the many faces of China in the last 100 years; from the last
Emperor till the modern China., from the union of modern China till the separation into two Chinas. And all the stories happen on the three main female protagonists in three generation’s of the
Song family.

REIS IN JADESCHALEN

Ullstein (Germany)
Between prose, story telling and giving guidance this book offers the readers a very quick and clear
view to understand the complete Chinese culture – from Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, to Feng
Shui, five element theory and the Chinese partner’s combination. The spiritual China arises from
these words.

THE BOOKS OF LUCK (1-12)

arsEdition + Piper (Germany)
With beautiful illustrations and poetic wisdom each small book contents an important life subject;
from Love, to Friendship, Family…

THE BOOKS OF SECRETS (1-8)

Patmos (Germany)
Beautiful illustrations and poetic wisdom combined with each eternal wisdom – the perfect gift
books.
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